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Researching Adoption: An Essential Guide to Tracing Birth Relatives and 

Ancestors (Karen Bali) 

This is a guide for anyone who wants to research an adoption in the family. If you 

were adopted, adoption relates to someone in your family or an ancestor was 

adopted, this guide can help. It examines methods resources for researching family 

mysteries deep in the past plus ideas, advice and guidance for linking up with birth 

relatives. Packed with useful information, Researching Adoption is a must for 

anyone who wants to discover where they came from and more about their 

genetic heritage. 

£4.95 

 

The Art of the Devon Garden (Todd Gray) 

As the art of gardening developed, so too did the depiction in art of those plants 

and gardens.  This study comprises 677 historical images, some created in glass, 

pottery, fabric, wood and stone as well as on paper and canvas – illuminated 

manuscripts, medieval vestments, Jacobean carved wood, Georgian porcelain and 

Victorian stained glass are just some of the surprising forms which are examined. 

Many images have never been reproduced nor are known except to specialists. 

£24.00 

 

Blackshirts in Devon (Todd Gray)  

An innovative study which opens up a surprising aspect of the history of Devon.  Sir 

Oswald Mosley's Blackshirts arrived in Devon at Plymouth in the summer of 1933 

and quickly became a vibrant political force in the city.  Activity spread throughout 

the county, particularly amongst farmers in North Devon, and within six months 

branches of the British Union of Fascists were established in a number of towns.    

 £14.99  

 

Tracing your Boer War Ancestors (Jane Marchese Robinson) 

The Boer War took place between 1899 and 1902, just 15 years before the start of 

the First World War. Some 180,000 Britons, mainly volunteers, travelled 6,000 

miles to fight and die in boiling conditions on the veld and atop ‘kopjes’. Of the 

over 20,000 who died more than half suffered enteric, an illness consequent on 

insanitary water. 
 

This book will act as an informative research guide for those seeking to discover 

and uncover the stories of the men who fought and the families they left behind. It 

will look at the kind of support the men received if they were war injured and that 

offered to the families of the bereaved. Some pensions were available to regular 

soldiers and the Patriotic Fund, a charitable organisation, had been resurrected at 



the beginning of the conflict. However for those who did not fit these categories 

the Poor Law was the only support available at the time. 
 

The book will explore a variety of research materials such as: contemporary 

national and local newspapers; military records via websites and directly through 

regimental archives; census, electoral, marriage and death records; records at the 

National Archives including the Book of Wounds from the Boer War, the Transvaal 

Widows’ Fund and others. 

£12.99 
 

 

BONEY or, Napoleon through English Eyes  

Catalogue of a travelling exhibition prepared by Devon Library Services first shown 

at La Bibliotheque Municipale de Caen, September - October 1985.  

 Available in either English or French.  

FREE 

    

Brunel's Hidden Kingdom: The Essential Guide (Helen Hillard)  

 When Watcombe was sold in 1903, the prospectus described it as:  

 "The site selected some years since by the late Isambard Kingdom Brunel as 

embracing all that nature could yield by way of climate, purity of air and 

magnificent scenery."  

£2.50  

 

The Devon Almanac (Todd Gray)  

The Devon Almanac: being a compendium, selection, or gallimaufry as some may 

think, in calendar form of those events in the county's history considered to be the 

most notable, and of other incidents which by their very nature will be seen to be 

considerably less illustrious, if not completely obscure, achieved through the 

actions of the great and the good, as well as of others who were less so favourably 

inclined, forming a storehouse of varied historic facts from the earliest times up to 

the modern day all of which have been extracted from the manuscript and printed 

records of the county of Devon judiciously mixed together with admirable 

advertisements from some of the county's most distinguished mercantile 

establishments offering quality goods and superior services not to be matched or 

surpassed in the modern market place.  

£12.99 

 Devon deciphered (John Booker)  

 This is a guide for local historians, genealogists and other researchers who are 

tempted to explore the original documents that underpin their research. It places 

high-quality facsimiles of twenty Devon manuscripts alongside full transcriptions 

and explains the historical terminology. Thus, John not only demonstrates how the 

problems of palaeography and language may be overcome but also provides the 

reader with a glossary of useful terms and an understanding of the documentary 

formulae involved. The result is a unique and indispensable guide to understanding 

local documents from the Middle Ages to the eighteenth century.   

£10.00  



    

Devon's Fifty Best Churches (Todd Gray)  

 Devon's Anglican churches are our greatest storehouse of ancient treasures but 

the sheer number of them (there are more than 600) is so daunting that few 

people discover which ones are particularly worth visiting.  This book reveals 

where they can be found and provides a historical framework to understand them.  

Fifty buildings have been selected, as a personal choice, which hold the most 

outstanding examples of stained glass, fonts, carved bench-ends, screens, 

memorials and pulpits.    

£15.00  

     

Devon and the Slave Trade (Todd Gray)  

A collection of documents which introduces the topic of Devon's role in African 

slavery. Local and national archives have been searched to provide examples of the 

ways in which African slavery was part of Devon's history.  These include the main 

themes of slaving voyages, plantation accounts and the efforts made to bring 

about abolition and emancipation as well as a number of others which are 

unexpected and surprising.  

£14.99  

 

Devon Gardens Trust – Journal Issue 3, June 2013 

25th Anniversary 1988 – 2013 

Contents 

Jekyll Borders for Devon - Carolyn Keep; Garden Women in Devon - Clare Greener; 

Mr Seale's Woods: The Eighteenth Century Landscape of Mount Boone, Dartmouth 

- Josephine Brown; A Stroll into the Eighteenth Century Around a Ladies Walk - 

Helen Whitmore; Interpreting Historic Maps - Brian Carpenter and Irene Andrews; 

Retrogressive Map Analysis - Adam Wainwright; Pontey's: An Introduction to a 

Plymouth Nursery - Clare Greener; The Beginning and the End of Lucombe, Pince & 

Co. - Trevor Wood; The Victorian Glasshouse and the work of Messenger and Co. 

in Devon - Caroline Garrett; Grounds for Learning - Joy Williams; Educating 

Schoolchildren at RHS Garden Rosemoor - Sarah Chesters; Book Reviews 

10p 

 

    

Devon Topographical Prints, 1660-1870 - A Catalogue and Guide (J.V. Somers 

Cocks)  

Devon Topographical Prints 1660-1870, the result of years of research by the 

well-known local historian J.V. Somers Cocks, provides details of all known prints 

of the county, amounting to more than 3,500.    

£1.00  

 

  

The Exe Bridge, Exeter (Stewart Brown)  

Within a small park close to the River Exe, the remains of the medieval Exe Bridge 

form one of Exeter's most important historic monuments. The bridge was built 

about AD1200, when the river was much wider than it is today. Nine of the original 

17 or 18 arches still stand, making this one of the most substantial survivals of 

Britain's early medieval bridges.  

£4.00  

 



    

EXETER Characters & Personalities (Peter D Thomas)  

Some texts are illustrated with photographs by Peter Thomas of individuals who 

re-enacted historical characters during The City of Exeter Pageants and costume 

events from 1991 to 1997.  

£12.95  
 

     

Exeter's Custom House and Quay (John Allan and Stuart Blaylock)  

Exeter's quayside preserves a fine series of historic buildings which reflect the city's 

former importance as one of England's leading ports. The centrepiece of the group 

is the Custom House, built in 1680-1, often regarded as the oldest Custom House in 

Britain. It formed part of a newly remodelled quayside; the long warehouse known 

as Quay House (now housing the Quay House Interpretation Centre), was 

constructed at the same time, and is also a building of great historic importance.   

£4.00 

 

NO IMAGE 

 

The History of the Exeter Guildhall and the life within  (H. Lloyd Parry)  

The Exeter Guildhall can make claim to be the oldest municipal building in the 

kingdom and has been scheduled by the Office of Works as an Ancient Monument. 

Certainly, no municipal building can claim a greater age, for its origin, to use a well-

worn phrase, is lost in the mists of antiquity. The earliest reference that can be 

found to the Exeter Guildhall is in a deed of about 1160, and subsequent deeds 

identify, beyond reasonable doubt, the existing building with the Guildhall of that 

year.   

£1.00            

              

Exeter News Photographs the 1940s (Todd Gray)  

261 Photographs of Exeter which appeared as news items in the Western Morning 

News and Express & Echo in the 1940s.  Topics range from preparations for the 

war to the bombing of the city in 1942.   

£14.99          

          

The Exeter Photographer & Artist Henry Wykes (Peter D Thomas)  

A unique record of Exeter's premier photographic studio in the 20th century.  

£19.99  

 

               

Exeter Remembers the War (Todd Gray)  

Exeter as seen through the memories of more than 200 people who lived in the 

city during these key years.  Rationing, the arrival of more than 10,000 evacuees, 

refugees and then American servicemen, blackout, the clash of Sir Oswald Mosley's 

Black Shirts at the start of the war, and the bombing of the city are just some of 

the many topics which are discussed.    

£14.99  

 



 

Exeter's West Quarter & Adjacent Areas (Peter Thomas)  

The book covers the whole west side of Exeter which was for centuries the 

industrial area of the city but also the home for many local families who worked in 

many of the industries. The west side of the city retained many of the city's earliest 

buildings and a  
 

unique series of photos shows the most famous part of the area before demolition 

took place in the 1930s.   

£16.99  

             

Genealogical Jargon for Family Historians (Stuart A. Raymond)  

Here is a book to help us all. 'Genealogical Jargon for the Family Historians' defines 

many common (and not-so-common) words, abbreviations and acronyms, 

including a few Latin words and terms. Each word/term is listed alphabetically with 

their description following. Together with an appendix which lists all of the 

Chapman Codes for each of the counties in England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales - 

this is a guide that ALL genealogists (beginner or experienced) should have in their 

collection.   

£3.95  

                

Genealogy for Beginners (Karen Proudfoot)  

Tracing a family history and gradually constructing one’s one unique pedigree is an 

absorbing hobby, a never-ending detective investigation. This book tells the 

beginner exactly how to set about it: how to collect information from living 

relatives, how to make full use of all existing clues and traditions, how and where 

to find written records and what information they can be expected to provide as 

well as the likely problems that may be encountered and possible ways to solve 

them.  

£8.99  

       

House Histories for Beginners (Colin & O-lan Style)  

 As the subject covers a broad field, the authors have set out to include advice on 

those aspects that usually apply to a project and others that will be of particular 

use for beginners. The reader is guided through every stage of research, from the 

first exploration of the archives to the completion of the project. Suggestions are 

also included on how to present the findings - a house history makes a very 

attractive gift.  

£15.99 

 The Icelandic Adventures of Pike Ward (Edited by K.J. Findlay) 

The Icelandic Adventures of Pike Ward is the entertaining and intrepid diary of a 

Devon fish merchant who became an Icelandic knight. An important figure in the 

birth of modern Iceland, Pike Ward’s writing and photographs captured a unique 

record of his adopted country at the beginning of the twentieth century. His 1906 

journal is a frank and funny account of one year in his life, from mixing in Reykjavík 

society to bargaining for fish on the remote coasts of the north and east. He must 

travel by pack horse and steamship through wild terrain and terrible seas, all the 

while attempting to outwit his rivals and cope with the challenges of surviving in a 

tough land. An introduction and epilogue by K.J. Findlay place the story in the 

context of a pivotal period in Iceland’s history and explain Pike Ward’s role in the 

nation’s remarkable rise. 

£14.95 (PBK) 

£24.95 (HBK) 



            

Jane and Ida - Beer Lace manufacturers to Royalty (S. White)  

This monograph is about two lace manufacturers: Jane Washbourne nee Bidney 

(1802-1882) and Ida Allen nee Pike (1876-1958). They're related down the years by 

marriage, both were involved in the lace industry, and both are linked to the village 

of Beer in East Devon.  

£2.00  

 

 

Local Newspapers 1750-1920 (Jeremy Gibson, Brett Langston, and Brenda W. 

Smith)  

Newspapers are a quite different source to most of those used by family historians. 

They respected no county boundaries, and by their ephemeral nature it is amazing 

that any have survived at all. The long-awaited second edition of this invaluable 

guide lists all newspapers published locally in England, Wales, the Channel Islands 

and the Isle of Man between 1750 and 1920 (except for titles which lasted for less 

than four years). The basis for the guide is the catalogue of the British Newspaper 

Library at Colindale, supplemented by information provided by libraries and record 

offices throughout the country. Indexes to personal names or obituaries, births, 

marriages and deaths are also noted where known.  

£5.95  

    

Marriage Law for Genealogists (Rebecca Probert)  

 Marriage Law for Genealogists is the indispensable guide for everyone tracing the 

marriages of their English and Welsh ancestors between 1600 and the twentieth 

century. Based upon years of painstaking primary research, including new studies 

of thousands of couples, it explains clearly and concisely why, how, when and 

where people in past centuries married.  

£9.99  

 

   

My Ancestor was an Agricultural Labourer (Ian H Waller)   

This much anticipated addition to the My Ancestors series will be of interest to all 

genealogists and family historians. Most family trees contain an agricultural 

labourer somewhere and Ian Waller's book enables you to understand the social 

and economic context of their lives while outlining the various records available to 

research these ubiquitous ancestors.   

£8.99  

 

    

My Ancestor was an Anglican Clergyman (Peter Towey)   

The aim of this booklet is to cover the period from the English reformation in the 

1540s to date, concentrating chiefly on the English experience and records. The 

first part consists of chronological chapters dealing with the sources that are most 

helpful in the different periods. Part II provides more general background, 

including explanations of the Church's hierarchy and structure, and how 

prospective clergymen were educated and appointed.   

£6.50  

 



   

My Ancestor was an Apprentice (Stuart A. Raymond)  

 A comprehensive guide to apprenticeship sources and records. Includes an 

explanation of different types of apprentice and a history of apprenticeships in this 

country.  

 £8.99  

 

    

My Ancestor was a Bastard (Ruth Paley)   

A family historian's guide to sources for illegitimacy in England and Wales, this 

book provides an introduction to the world of the unmarried mother and her child 

and discusses how best to formulate a research strategy. It describes available 

sources: where to find them, how to use them and what information they contain. 

Includes a directory of useful websites and a useful glossary for the weird and 

wonderful synonyms for bastardy that you are likely to encounter in the course of 

your research.  

£7.99  
 

    

My Ancestor was in The British Army (Michael J & Christopher T Watts)   

This book was written for the modern family historian who wishes to research the 

activities of their ancestors or kinsmen who served in the British Army since 1660. 

There is a wealth of such records for the millions of British soldiers who have 

served their country - many will find surprising and plentiful details of their 

ancestors while others may struggle to find a one-line mention. In either case, the 

individual will follow a fascinating thread through British history.   

£9.99  

 

   

My Ancestors were Congregationalists (David J H Clifford)  

 Congregationalism has its roots in the sixteenth century, although it was only after 

the Toleration Act of 1689 gave official recognition to the Meeting Houses of all 

dissenters that its members became free to worship openly. This booklet includes 

an almost exhaustive list of Congregational Chapels founded before 1850, with 

details of holdings by record offices and major libraries.   

£3.90      

 

   

My Ancestors were English Presbyterians or Unitarians (Alan Ruston)  

Numerous Presbyterian and Unitarian registers of baptisms, marriages and deaths 

survive. They are fully listed in this book, which also describes a range of other 

records. It will be essential reading for all who are trying to trace ancestry from the 

old dissenters.  

 £4.95  

 



   

My Ancestor was a Leather Worker (Ian Waller)  

T his book examines the history, processes, working conditions and records 

available for researching the various trades and occupations associated with 

leather work. The leather trade was at its height in the early to mid-1800s, and 

amongst our ancestors, we will invariably find leather tanners, curriers, merchants, 

shoemakers, saddle and harness makers, even cricket ball makers and sporran 

makers. These trades and many more are covered in this comprehensive guide.  

£9.99  

 

    

My Ancestor was a Lunatic (Kathy Chater)  

This book aims to help you find surviving medical records about your ancestors 

with a mental illness or disability; it describes how we approached mental illness, 

from medieval times to the present day. There are specialised chapters on the 

criminally insane, suicides and records in Scotland and Ireland. There is also a 

chapter providing help in finding your ancestors who cared for and treated people 

in asylums.  

£8.99  

 

     

My Ancestor was a Railway Worker (Frank Hardy)  

A complete guide to using railway records, covering all aspects of this hugely 

significant industry. The book includes a potted history of our railways, case 

studies and a comprehensive resources section.  

£8.99  

 

     

My Ancestor was in The Royal Navy (Ian Waller)  

 A comprehensive guide to Navy records dating back to before 1700, the book also 

contains a brief history of the service, guides to uniforms and insignia, divisions 

and branches of the Navy, pensions, dockyards, casualties, courts martial and 

tribunals and much, much more. Illustrated throughout in full colour.  

£12.99  

 

    

My Ancestor was In Service (Pamela Horn)  

By the end of the Victorian era nearly a third of all women and also many men in 

England and Wales had been a domestic worker at some time in their lives. This 

book seeks to give some guidance in researching ancestors who were in service or 

who themselves employed domestic staff.   

£8.50  

 



    

My Ancestor was a Woman at War (Emma Jolly)  

This book aims to explore the wide range of roles undertaken by women during 

wartime. A useful aid in tracing a female ancestor's military career, the book also 

encourages wider research into the role of women at war, with a particular 

emphasis on the Victorian era and the First and Second World Wars. With 

fascinating case studies, and a very useful guide to available records and sources, 

this book is an essential read for any family historian with a female military 

ancestor or indeed an interest in military history.  

£9.99  
      

      

Old Exeter (Peter Thomas)   

A classic collection of archive photos from The Isca Collection   

£19.95  

 

 
 

Poltimore A Village in Transition, 1911-1921 (Poltimore Estate Research Society) 

Produced by the Poltimore Estate Research Society this book outlines the history of 

Poltimore Village in the period from 1911-1921. 

£6.00 

      

Poor Law Union Records 3. South - West England, The Marches and Wales 

(Jeremy Gibson and Colin Rogers)   

Covering Berkshire, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire & Bristol, Hampshire, 

Herefordshire, Monmouthshire, Oxfordshire, Shropshire, Somerset, Wiltshire, 

Worcestershire, and all of Wales   

£4.50  

 

         

The Protestation Returns 1641-1642 and other contemporary listings 

(Jeremy Gibson and Alan Dell)  

Three groups, Protestation, Collection and Taxation records, provide the most 

important sources in the Guide. The far fewer records of the previous decade and 

the following years of Civil War and Commonwealth have also been included. With 

this finding-aid, it should be possible to draw valid conclusions about people and 

places in the 1640s, a demographically obscure period before the Hearth Tax 

Returns of 1662 and subsequent years.    

£5.50  

         

Quarter Sessions Records for Family Historians (Jeremy Gibson)   

Quarter Sessions records are potentially the most useful source for filling in the 

background in family history research. In addition to the Sessions’ role as judicial 

authority in cases of minor crime (which continued until 1972), they were the 

administrative body of each county before the establishment of county councils. 

Dating from medieval times, their records often extend back to Tudor times (or 

even earlier).    

£3.50  

 



      

A Secretary Hand ABC Book (Alf Ison)  

This booklet, designed to help newcomers to secretary hand, has been produced 

with the help and encouragement of the staff of the Berkshire Record Office.  

£4.50  

 

 

Sixty Years of Princesshay (Peter Thomas)  

The demolition and rebuilding of Princesshay in Exeter from 2005 created a unique 

opportunity to photographically record the city as it would never be seen again. On 

completion of demolition one of the most striking views was created resembling 

exactly how Exeter had been seen after the Second World War with no buildings 

standing between High Street and the cathedral. The photographic record resulted 

in 4500 images that formed the resource for the book.  

 £14.95  
 

 St Martin’s Island - An introductory history of forty-two Exeter buildings  

(Todd Gray & Sue Jackson) 

Exeter’s Cathedral Yard fire was the single most destructive event in the city centre 

since the Blitz of 1942.  Two historic buildings were completely destroyed, another 

four had significant damage and many others were considerably affected. 

This volume offers an introduction to the history of these and to a collection of 

other buildings which are all located in a block of buildings which nearly forms the 

entirety of St Martin’s parish.  Some two thousand years of history can be seen 

through these 42 structures.  Drawings, paintings, photographs, plans and maps 

help to unravel the history of a fascinating group of buildings. 

£15.00 

         

Stopping the Rot - Archive Preservation Good Practice (Devised and designed by 

the Conservation Studio of the Devon Heritage Centre)  

 Information and guidance for creating and preserving documents, which will 

become an archive for family, business and community.  

 £5.00  

 

         

Strumpets & Ninnycocks (Todd Gray)  

For the first time, a range of original documents have been examined to show how 

Devonians deployed a range of words and terms to ridicule, mock and demean 

their friends, family and neighbours.  Low intelligence, dishonesty, witchcraft, 

disease and most of all, illicit sex, were at the heart of how people in Devon were 

insulted. Men were treated differently than women, those in authority had 

particular scorn, and physical insults were commonly deployed.  This study 

provides a fresh way to understand Devon in the time of Raleigh and Drake.    

£12.00  

 

     

TOPSHAM The Historic Port of Exeter (Peter D Thomas)  

 An Archive Photographic Record produced in association with Topsham Museum.  

£19.95  

 

 

 

 

 



 The Vikings in the West Country (Derek Gore) 

This book is the first to bring together and analyse the Vikings in the West Country. 

It covers both the First and Second Viking Age, conquest, the fall of kingdoms, 

raids, hoards, metalwork, stone sculptures and place names. It provides from 

Dorset to south-western Cornwall a great sense of how the Vikings contributed to 

the diversity and the development of the West Country, “Wessex” and England. 

£16.00 

 
 

     

War in Exeter (Peter D Thomas)  

Classic archive photographs showing Exeter's destruction in World War II  

£19.95  

 

 

War Memorials: A Guide for Family Historians (Susan Tall) 

This book combines the use of local and national archives with many references to 

the rich resources that continue to grow on the internet.  It is arranged in two 

parts.  The first aims to show family historians how they may locate war memorials 

where family members are named, from the Boer War to the present day.  The 

second explains how to research their lives and military history. 

£6.50 

      

Water in the City (Mark Stoyle)   

Water in the City provides a richly illustrated history of Exeter's famous 

underground passages - and of Exeter’s system of public water supply during the 

medieval and early modern periods. Illustrated with full colour throughout, Mark 

Stoyle shows how and why the passages and aqueducts were originally built, 

considers the technologies that were used in their construction, explains how they 

were funded and maintained, and reveals the various ways in which the water 

fountains were used and abused by the townsfolk.     

£45.00  

 A LASTING IMPRESSION  A History of Wheatons in Exeter 1835-2017  

(Anthony J Wheaton) 

Wheatons – booksellers, stationers, educational publishers and printers One of 

Exeter's oldest companies, Wheatons has origins traceable to 1780. Originally 

based in Fore Street and extending through to Bartholomew Street, the printing 

works moved to the Marsh Barton Trading Estate from 1967. 

£20.00 

 

Witchcraft in Exeter 1558-1660 (Mark Stoyle) 

The ancient city of Exeter is the last place in England where people are known to 

have been hanged for the alleged crime of ‘witchcraft’.  In this book, Mark Stoyle 

tells the stories of some of the unfortunate men and women who were denounced 

to the city magistrates as ‘witches’ between 1558 and 1660: the period during 

which the great majority of English witch-prosecutions occurred. Following the 

progress of each case from accusation, to imprisonment, to trial, to ultimate 

sentence – and, sometimes, all the way up to the gallows itself – the book sheds 

powerful new light on occult belief in Tudor and Stuart Exeter, and on the dark, 

uneasy world of the urban ‘witch’. 

£8.00 

 


